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Abstract – Colloidal heat engines extract power out of a fluctuating bath by manipulating a
confined tracer. Considering a self-propelled tracer surrounded by a bath of passive colloids, we
optimize the engine performances based on the maximum available power. Our approach relies on
an adiabatic mean-field treatment of the bath particles which reduces the many-body description
into an effective tracer dynamics. It leads us to reveal that, when operated at constant activity, an
engine can only produce less maximum power than its passive counterpart. In contrast, the output
power of an isothermal engine, operating with cyclic variations of the self-propulsion without any
passive equivalent, exhibits an optimum in terms of confinement and activity. Direct numerical
simulations of the microscopic dynamics support the validity of these results even beyond the
mean-field regime, with potential relevance to the design of experimental engines.

Colloidal heat engines operate at the microscale by ma-
nipulating a colloidal tracer immersed in a fluctuating
bath [1]. Some work can be extracted from the bath fluc-
tuations by applying a confining potential to the tracer,
whose parameter are varied in time by an external op-
erator [2]. During the past decade, several experimental
realizations have demonstrated the feasibility of building
such engines, both for an equilibrium and a nonequilib-
rium bath, which operate with some cyclic protocols in-
spired by the ones of macroscopic engines [3–6].

To rationalize the properties of colloidal engines, at vari-
ance with macroscopic engines, the tools of standard ther-
modynamics are not sufficient. Indeed, colloids undergo
substantial fluctuations which affect the energy trans-
fers with the bath. The framework of stochastic ther-
modynamics extends the definition of energetic observ-
ables, such as work and heat, in terms of the microscopic
stochastic dynamics of the tracer [2, 7]. It provides the
appropriate tools to investigate the engine properties for
finite-time cycles, thus allowing one to quantify the output
power [8, 9]. Although the pioneer works were primarily
developed for equilibrium systems, some generalisations
considering a nonequilibrium medium instead of the ther-
mal bath have been put forward [10–13].

The study of colloidal heat engines is driven by opti-
mizing their performances. One interesting question is

how to extract maximum power given the properties of
the underlying bath and the details of the driving proto-
cols. Several studies have considered non-cyclic protocols
in minimal model systems where quasistatic protocols are
known to be optimal [14–17]. One can then rely on a lin-
ear perturbation to minimize the applied work for finite-
time protocols [18–20]. An explicit solution has been de-
rived for a passive Brownian particle in a harmonic con-
finement [21–24]. In general, the optimization depends
on the complex interplay between the protocol details and
the tracer relaxation within the confining potential [25,26].
Considering an equilibrium bath, the maximum power ex-
tracted from cyclic protocols can be expressed in terms of
forces and associated fluxes within linear thermodynam-
ics close to equilibrium: this approach does not need any
reference to microscopic details [27–29]. However, for an
actual colloidal engine which typically operates far from
the linear regime, anticipating the properties of the maxi-
mum power is still largely a challenge to physical intuition.

Self-propelled particles extract energy from their envi-
ronment to produce a sustained directed motion [30, 31].
Canonical examples at the microscale are given by biologi-
cal swimmers, such as bacteria [32], and artificial colloidal
particles, such as Janus colloids in a fuel bath [33]. Recent
progress in the design of synthetic self-propelled colloids
have established the possibility to control externally their
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activity [34, 35]. Besides, it has been shown recently that
the activity of bacteria could also be modulated by some
specific illuminations of the system [36–39]. These setups
motivate the search for new protocols, based on manipu-
lating a self-propelled tracer instead of a passive one and,
possibly, tuning periodically its swimming properties. It
remains to determine whether such active colloidal engines
could outperform their passive counterparts.

In this Letter, we consider colloidal engines operating
with an overdamped self-propelled tracer immersed in a
bath of passive Brownian particles. For simplicity, we
model the trap applied by the external operator with a
harmonic potential Uext = κx2/2 whose variance κ can
vary in time. This mimics the effect of the optical tweezers
commonly used in actual experiments [3, 5]. Introducing
the tracer-bath and bath-bath interaction potentials, re-
spectively denoted by

∑
i U(ri − x) and

∑
i<j V (ri − rj),

the dynamics of the system {tracer+bath} follows as

ẋ = −κx−∇x

∑
i

U(ri − x) + f ,

ṙi = −µ∇i
[∑

j

V (ri − rj) + U(ri − x)
]

+ ηi,
(1)

where we have set the tracer mobility to unity, and µ refers
to the bath mobility. The thermal noise {ηi} is taken
as zero-mean Gaussian with correlations 〈ηiα(t)ηjβ(0)〉 =
2µTδijδαβδ(t), where T denotes the bath temperature.
The Latin and Greek indices respectively refer to the par-
ticle label and to the spatial component. Following recent
works [40–43], we model the self-propulsion force f as an-
other zero-mean Gaussian noise, uncorrelated with {ηi}
and with autocorrelation 〈fα(t)fβ(0)〉 = δαβ(T/τ)e−|t|/τ .
The persistence time τ embodies the typical time needed
for the self-propulsion orientation to relax.

The damping being instantaneous while the self-
propulsion correlations contain some memory, the system
operates far from equilibrium. Note that the amplitude of
the self-propulsion fluctuations are scaled such as the limit
of vanishing persistence amounts to considering a passive
tracer at temperature T : 〈fα(t)fβ(0)〉 −→

τ→0
2Tδαβδ(t), in

which case we recover an equilibrium dynamics for the sys-
tem {tracer+bath}. Besides, the microscopic conversion
of chemical energy into mechanical work is not explicitly
described in (1), but only considered implicitly in the re-
sulting tracer self-propulsion.

In the following, we introduce two types of engines: En-
gine A operating with cycles of temperature T and trap
stiffness κ at fixed tracer persistence τ , and Engine B oper-
ating with cycles of tracer persistence τ and trap stiffness
κ at fixed temperature T . As a prelude, using techniques
introduced in [44, 45], we trace out the bath degrees of
freedom within some adiabatic mean-field treatment to re-
duce the system dynamics into an effective tracer dynam-
ics. Such a treatment allows us to derive and optimize
the output power of the engines in terms of the micro-
scopic details. At first sight, one might expect that tracer

activity generically leads to increase the performances of
engines with respect to their passive counterparts. Yet,
we reveal that Engine A, working at fixed activity, can
only achieve less maximum power than its passive limit
at vanishing persistence. In contrast, we also show that
cyclic variation of activity in Engine B, which operates un-
der isothermal condition without any passive equivalent,
now allows one to find an optimal power in terms of tracer
persistence and trap stiffness.

As a first step, we integrate the dynamics of the pas-
sive elements of the bath to only characterize effectively
the motion of the tracer particle. To describe the bath
dynamics from a coarse-grained viewpoint, we introduce
the bath density ρ(r, t) =

∑
i δ[r − ri(t)] and derive its

time-evolution with standard techniques [46]:

∂tρ(r, t) = µ∇r ·
[
ρ(r, t)

∫
ρ(r′, t)∇rV (r− r′)dr′

]
+ µ∇r ·

[
ρ(r, t)∇rU(r− x) + T∇rρ(r, t)

]
+∇r ·

[√
2µρ(r, t)TΛ(r, t)

]
.

(2)
The fluctuating term Λ is a zero-mean Gaussian noise with
correlations 〈Λα(r, t)Λβ(r′, t′)〉 = δαβδ(r− r′)δ(t− t′).

To proceed further, we assume that the interactions
among the particles composing the bath and those among
the tracer and the bath particles are both weak. In such a
regime, the system remains nearly homogeneous, so that
the bath dynamics is only dictated by density fluctuations
δρ = ρ − ρ0 around the average density ρ0. It is thus
natural to linearize (2) around ρ0 assuming O(Uδρ) �
O(δρ). This amounts to considering perturbation around
the mean-field limit at weak interactions [47–49] and high
density, namely for a dense bath of soft colloids [44, 45],
where kinetic theories are known to work with high ac-
curacy. The density dynamics is then solved in terms of
Fourier components:

δρk(t) =

∫ t

−∞
e−µk

2(T+ρ0Vk)(t−s)

×
[√

2µρ0T ik ·Λk(s)− µk2ρ0Ukeik·x(s)
]
ds,

(3)
where we have introduced the density mode as δρk(t) =∫
δρ(r, t)eik·rdr. We defer the detailed derivation to [50].
To obtain the effective tracer dynamics, we compute the

force exerted by the bath on the tracer, which is expressed
in terms of the density fluctuations as

−∇x

∑
i

U(ri − x) =

∫
ikUkδρke−ik·x dk

(2π)d
, (4)

where d refers to the spatial dimension. As detailed in [44,
45], the force (4) can be decomposed into a damping term
and a zero-mean Gaussian noise. The former embodies
the effect of the tracer in the surrounding bath, which
in turn resists the tracer motion, while the latter reflects
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the effect of the bath noise on the tracer dynamics. The
noise correlations generally contain some memory which
depends on the tracer position. However, memory effects
become irrelevant when the bath relaxation around the
tracer, controlled by the diffusive time τdiff = σ2/µ(T +
ρ0V|k|=0) on the tracer scale σ, is much faster than the
tracer relaxation in the trap, which takes a typical time
κ−1.

In the adiabatic limit κτdiff � 1, the effective tracer dy-
namics then amounts to the following Langevin equation

(1 + λ)ẋ = −κx + f + ξ, (5)

where ξ is a zero-mean Gaussian noise, uncorrelated with
f , with correlations 〈ξα(t)ξβ(0)〉 = 2λTδαβδ(t). The di-
mensionless coefficient λ captures the effect of interactions
with surrounding particles. It can be expressed in terms
of the microscopic details of the bath for generic interac-
tions. Neglecting the size of bath particles when interact-
ing between each other: Vk ' V|k|=0, and introducing the
bath-tracer energetic scale U0 such as U(x) = U0φ(x), we
evaluate λ as [50]

λ =
ρ0

µd

[
U0

T + ρ0V|k|=0

]2 ∫
[φ(x)]2dx. (6)

In short, the adiabatic mean-field treatment, valid for
weak interactions and high density at κτdiff � 1, allows
us to reduce the original dynamics (1) into the effective
dynamics (5–6) for the tracer only: the effect of interac-
tions with surrounding particles is analogue to coupling
with a thermal bath at temperature T with drag coeffi-
cient λ. Note that such an effective dynamics does not
rely on any response theory, at variance with some recent
works [51–53], thus allowing one to formulate it explicitly
for given interactions.

The first engine that we consider is the analogue of the
colloidal Stirling engine [3, 54], except that the tracer is
now a self-propelled particle. Engine A operates with four
successive branches described in Fig. 1(a): (i) the operator
compresses the trap from κm to κM at low temperature TC,
(ii) the system is heated up from TC to TH at high trap
stiffness κM, (iii) the operator expands the trap from κM to
κm at high temperature TH, and (iv) the system is cooled
down from TH to TC at small trap stiffness κm.

Following stochastic thermodynamics [2,7], the stochas-
tic work exerted on the particles under external modifi-
cation of the confinement potential Uext during a given

protocol time ∆t reads
∫∆t

0
∂tUextdt. Importantly, such

a definition does not depend on the details of the bath,
nor on the nature of the tracer, either passive or active,
since it only concerns the interaction between the tracer
and the external operator. In particular, it is independent
of the presence of any dissipation of energy in the thermo-
stat, characteristic of active systems [43, 55–60]. Indeed,
a given realization of the work is entirely determined by
the particle trajectory during the protocol, so that similar
trajectories for different tracers should lead to the same

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 1: (Color online) (a) Schematic representation of Engine
A: cyclic variation of temperature T and trap stiffness κ at
fixed tracer persistence τ . (b) Maximum power Pmax scaled by
the value for a non-interacting passive tracer P0 as a function of
the scaled coupling with the bath U0/TC and of the scaled per-
sistence κmτ . Each point in the color map is obtained by first
integrating (7) for different ∆t and then optimizing to extract
the maximum power. (c-d) Scaled power P/P0 as a function of
the scaled cycle time κm∆t for the parameter values referred
to by colored markers in (b): simulations of the microscopic
dynamics (1) and analytic results obtained by integrating (7)
are respectively in dots and solid lines. Simulation details and
parameter values are given in [50].

extracted work. Of course, the explicit evaluation of the
work statistics will depend on the activity of the tracer
and on the interactions with surrounding particles. Note
that it would differ if the tracer dynamics (1) contained
some exponential memory kernel in the damping force,
with same coefficients as the correlations of f , in which
case the dynamics would operate in equilibrium without
any dissipation.

For the harmonic trap Uext = κx2/2, the average work

then reads W = (1/2)
∫∆t

0
κ̇〈x2〉dt. To obtain explicitly

the average work as a function of the microscopic param-
eters, one needs to derive the time-evolution of the tracer
variance. Its dynamics is coupled to the one of 〈x · f〉 and
〈f2〉 in a closed formed given by [50]

d〈x2〉
dt

= −2κ〈x2〉
1 + λ

+
2〈x · f〉
1 + λ

+
2dλT

(1 + λ)2
,

d〈x · f〉
dt

= −
[

κ

1 + λ
+

1

τ

]
〈x · f〉+

〈f2〉
1 + λ

,

d〈f2〉
dt

= −2〈f2〉
τ

+
2dT

τ2
.

(7)

As a first insight into the performances of Engine A, we
examine a quasistatic protocol for which the tracer statis-
tics fully relaxes between two successive infinitesimal vari-
ations of the trap stiffness. The corresponding work is
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given by W∞ = (1/2)
∫
〈x2〉Sdκ, where 〈x2〉S refers to the

stationary tracer variance, which can be obtained from (7)
as 〈x2〉S = (dT/κ)[1− κτ/(1 + λ)(1 + λ+ κτ)]. The qua-
sistatic work of Engine A follows as

WA =
d(TC − TH)

2
ln

[
κM

κm

]
− dTC/2

1 + λC

ln

[
1 + λC + κMτ

1 + λC + κmτ

]
+
dTH/2

1 + λH

ln

[
1 + λH + κMτ

1 + λH + κmτ

]
,

(8)
where λC = λ(TC) and λH = λ(TH). Note that WA is al-
ways negative: Engine A extracts some work from a qua-
sistatic protocol for all values of the tracer persistence and
tracer-bath interactions.

The limits of small and large persistence times τ can be
rationalized with simple physical arguments. For a van-
ishing persistence, the system {tracer+bath} is at equi-
librium. Then, the stationary tracer variance is given by
the equipartition theorem: 〈x2〉S = dT/κ, so that the qua-
sistatic work is independent of the interaction parameter λ
and reads WA −→

τ→0
(d/2)(TC − TH) ln(κM/κm). Instead, at

large persistence, the self-propulsion becomes determinis-
tic, so that the only source of fluctuations in the tracer
dynamics arises from interactions with the surrounding
bath particles. The corresponding extracted work can be
expressed as WA −→

τ→∞
(d/2)[λCTC/(1 + λC) − λHTH/(1 +

λH)] ln(κM/κm). It vanishes in the absence of interactions,
i.e. for λ = 0, since the tracer is no longer subject to any
fluctuations in such a limit.

We now turn to discuss how the tracer activity and in-
teractions with the bath affect the finite-time properties.
For simplicity, and taking inspiration from protocols that
have been used in experiments [3], we consider instanta-
neous temperature changes and linear variations of the
trap stiffness in time, with equal duration ∆t/2 for com-
pression and expansion, as depicted in Fig. 1(a). Ow-
ing to the linearity of the coupled dynamics (7), one can
derive the tracer variance as a function of time in the
compression and expansion branches separately. Each so-
lution is parametrized by the initial value at the begin-
ning of the branch. In steady state, the initial compres-
sion value 〈x2(0)〉 should coincide with the final expansion
value 〈x2(∆t)〉, and similarly the final compression value
and the initial expansion value should both be equal to
〈x2(∆t/2)〉, since the temperature changes are instanta-
neous. Such a constraint is enforced by a set of fixed
point equations in the dynamics of {〈x2〉, 〈x · f〉, 〈f2〉} [50].
Solving these equations for different cycle times ∆t allows
us to obtain the average work as a function of ∆t.

We find that the extracted work decreases monotoni-
cally with the cycle time, and it becomes positive at short
times: when operated too rapidly, i.e. when the relax-
ation of the tracer in the trap can no longer follow the
external drive, Engine A does not extract work from the
bath. This qualitative feature is known to be generic, and
it has been already captured within linear response for ar-

bitrary engines operating with an equilibrium bath [27,28].
More information can be extracted from the output power
P = −W/∆t. It vanishes for large cycle times, since the
work remains finite in the quasistatic limit, and it has
typically a maximum value Pmax for a finite cycle time,
which reflects the trade-off between fast external driving
and slow tracer relaxation. We focus on the dependence
of Pmax in terms of the bath-tracer interactions and the
tracer persistence to characterize the engine performance.

At fixed interactions, i.e. when U0/T or analogously
λ is constant, the maximum power always decreases with
the tracer persistence τ : the tracer activity is generically
a drawback for Engine A. Instead, at fixed persistence,
increasing the interactions can lead to two opposite ef-
fects depending on the ratio of the persistence time to the
relaxation time within the trap: (i) when τκm � 1, the
system is close to equilibrium and we observe that increas-
ing the coupling λ of the tracer with the bath, which is
analogue to increasing the solvent drag coefficient in (5),
decreases Pmax; (ii) when τκm � 1, the self-propulsion
force is almost deterministic and we find that increasing
such a coupling, which now amounts to thermalizing the
tracer by progressively neglecting the self-propulsion, in-
creases Pmax, as reported in Fig. 1(b).

It is important to realize that these predictions rely on
our adiabatic mean-field treatment of the bath, which, in
particular, should only be valid for weak interactions a
priori [44, 45]. To investigate the range of validity of our
approach, we compare the output power as a function of
cycle time obtained (i) by solving (7) for different ∆t as de-
scribed above, and (ii) from direct numerical simulations
of the microscopic dynamics (1). We consider bath par-
ticles in two dimensions which interact via a short-range
repulsion of the form V (r) = ε(1 − r/a)2Θ(a − r), where
Θ refers to the Heaviside step function, and we account
for the bath-tracer interactions through a Gaussian poten-
tial: U(x) = U0e−(x/σ)2/2 [50]. We observe a quantitative
agreement between numerics and predictions for moderate
interactions, as expected; see light green and light blue
curves in Figs. 1(c,d). Some deviations become manifest
as the coupling to the bath is enhanced, yet the qualita-
tive trend remains similar: the maximum power decreases
(increases) at small (large) persistence, as reported for the
darker blue and darker green curves in Figs. 1(c,d). As a
result, direct numerical simulations support the validity of
our approach even beyond the mean-field regime.

To go beyond the protocols used in actual colloidal heat
engines [3, 5, 6], which are commonly inspired by the ones
of macroscopic engines operating with a thermal bath, the
activity of the tracer can be regarded as an additional con-
trol parameter to be tuned externally. The second law of
thermodynamics enforces that any isothermal heat engine
cannot operate with an equilibrium bath. Work can only
be extracted from the energy flow induced by a tempera-
ture difference [61, 62]. In contrast, the energy dissipated
by the self-propelled particle while moving persistently in
the solvent induces a steady flux of energy into the ther-
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(a)

(b)

(d)(c)

Fig. 2: (Color online) (a) Schematic representation of Engine
B: cyclic variation of tracer persistence τ and trap stiffness
κ at fixed temperature T . (b) Maximum power Pmax scaled
by the optimal value Popt as a function of the ratio between
the maximum and the minimum values of stiffnesses κM/κm

and of persistences τM/τm, in the absence of coupling with the
bath. (c-d) Scaled power P/Popt as a function of the scaled
cycle time κm∆t for the parameter values referred to by colored
markers in (b): solid and dashed lines refer to analytical results
obtained by integrating (7) respectively without (λ = 0) and
with (λ 6= 0) interactions with the bath; circles and triangles
refer to simulations of (1) respectively without (U = 0) and
with (U 6= 0) interactions with the bath. Simulation details
and parameter values are given in [50].

mostat at constant temperature [43,57–60]. It follows that
isothermal heat engines can generically be designed when
manipulating an active tracer instead of a passive one.
In our settings, this is manifest by considering an engine
based on varying tracer persistence and trap stiffness.

Engine B consists in replacing the heating (cooling)
branch in Engine A by some passivation (activation)
branch, for which the tracer persistence decreases (in-
creases) at fixed temperature and trap stiffness, as de-
scribed in Fig. 2(a). The quasistatic work can be deduced
from the stationary tracer variance as

WB = − dT/2
1 + λ

ln

[
1 + λ+ κMτM
1 + λ+ κmτM

· 1 + λ+ κmτm
1 + λ+ κMτm

]
, (9)

where τM and τm respectively refer to the maximum and
minimum persistence values. Note that such a work does
not account for the implicit protocols modifying tracer
persistence, since the microscopic mechanism at the basis
of self-propulsion is not explicit in the dynamics (1).

At variance with Engine A, Engine B extracts work only
out of the self-propulsion fluctuations, since no work is
extracted from the thermal fluctuations, stemming from
interactions with bath particles, at fixed temperature.
Then, the effect of increasing interactions is always to

reduce the quasistatic work, by progressively overwhelm-
ing self-propulsion fluctuations. In particular, for a strong
coupling λ� 1, the tracer activity becomes completely ir-
relevant and thus the extracted work vanishes. Moreover,
the limits of small and large persistence correspond re-
spectively to (i) mapping self-propulsion fluctuations into
thermal ones, and (ii) neglecting self-propulsion fluctua-
tions. Work cannot be extracted in both regimes, so that
WB vanishes in each limit.

For finite cycle times, we consider compression and ex-
pansion branches operating with linear variations of trap
stiffness, by analogy with Engine A, while the persis-
tence jumps instantaneously in between these branches,
as shown in Fig. 2(a). We apply the same procedure as
for Engine A to obtain the output power as a function of
the cycle time [50]. The maximum power Pmax decreases
monotonically with the coupling to the bath λ, as the ex-
tracted work does; see Figs. S1(a,b) of [50]. Interestingly,
there is an optimum of Pmax in terms of the persistence
ratio τM/τm and of the trap stiffness ratio κM/κm, as re-
ported in Fig. 2(b). The optimal value increases linearly
with temperature T . The power optimum emerges from
a trade-off between (i) large enough persistence and stiff-
ness ratios to extract some power, and (ii) small enough
persistence and stiffness so that the self-propulsion fluc-
tuations are still relevant in the tracer dynamics. This
is in contrast with Engine A for which Pmax increases
monotonously with the ratio of both temperatures and
trap stiffnesses, as shown in Fig. S1(c) of [50].

To confirm these predictions, we extract the maxi-
mum power from direct simulations of the microscopic
dynamics (1), for different values of persistence and stiff-
ness ratios across the optimal set of parameters shown in
Fig. 2(b). The numerics are in close agreement with ana-
lytical results for each one of these parameter values. They
support that the power is close to optimal for the chosen
set of parameters, as reported in Figs. 2(c,d). Besides, in-
cluding interactions systematically reduces the power as a
function of cycle time, as expected analytically.

In this Letter, we have introduced and studied two min-
imal heat engines built out of a self-propelled particle im-
mersed in a thermal bath formed by passive colloids. For a
non-isothermal engine with time-independent activity, the
self-propulsion generically reduces the maximum available
power, whereas increasing the coupling with the surround-
ing bath compensates for such an effect by thermalizing
the tracer. However, one can take advantage of the tracer
activity to design an isothermal engine, based on synchro-
nizing the tracer persistence with the trap stiffness, whose
maximum power is optimal for a given set of persistence
and stiffness ratios. These results address regimes which
are beyond the linear perturbation with respect to qua-
sistatic protocols [18, 21], since the engines operate far
from any steady state of the system at maximum power.
Our approach, relying on an adiabatic mean-field treat-
ment of the bath, is quantitatively valid when interactions
are weak [44,45]. Direct simulations of the microscopic dy-
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namics support that it remains qualitatively robust even
beyond the regime where our theory is mathematically
well funded. These analytical techniques could be ex-
tended to investigate the maximum power of various en-
gines, either for an equilibrium or a nonequilibrium bath,
operating with more complex protocols. More generally,
it opens the door to predicting the finite-time properties
of heat engines beyond the colloidal case [63–66]. Finally,
the efficiency of heat engines, defined as the ratio of ex-
tracted work to dissipated heat, also generally arises as a
natural way to evaluate the performances of cyclic proto-
cols. Yet, for self-propelled particles, evaluating properly
the amount of dissipated energy is still largely subject to
interpretation [57–59,67]. Then, we defer the study of ef-
ficiency in active colloidal heat engines to future works,
with the hope to elucidate its relation to optimal power,
by analogy with standard heat engines [8, 9, 27,68,69].
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